Chart 2.1 Cash in circulation as a share of total payment instruments (M1)\(^1\). Percent. 2001–2018

1) The definition of M1 was changed from April 2015.

Sources: Statistics Norway and Norges Bank
Chart 2.2 Payment methods in different circumstances. Spring 2019

Source: Norges Bank
1. Initiation phase
- Planning
- Identify affected parties in the financial sector (e.g. ICT-suppliers, data centres)
- Report on the threat landscape for the financial sector (optional phase)

2. Preparation phase
- The supplier maps the threat landscape and prepares a report tailored for the business to be tested

3. Targeted threat intelligence
- Identify critical processes and systems
- Choice of suppliers for phase 3 and 4
- Risk management

4. Red team test phase
- Supplier prepares attack strategies and conducts intrusion testing based on the threat intelligence in phase 3
- Remediation and result sharing
- Learning for the financial sector as a whole

5. Closure phase

Sources: Danmarks Nationalbank (2018b) and ECB (2018b)
Chart 4.1 The Norwegian payment system

1) This chart has been simplified for clarity and does not give a complete picture.
Source: Norges Bank
Sales and purchase orders are linked together

The CCP enters into the trade and becomes the buyer for the seller and seller for the buyer (clearing)

Payment between the buyer and seller takes place via the banks' settlement in Norges Bank

The shares are transferred from the seller’s to the buyer’s securities account

1) The chart is simplified for clarity.
Chart 4.3 Central counterparties

Source: Norges Bank
GDP UK: 22,400bn
GDP Norway: 3,536bn
Daily turnover in Norges bank's settlement system: 248bn